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Leeds Art Collections Fund
This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts. The
Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular funds for
buying works of art for the Leeds collection. We want more
subscribing members to give one and a half guineas or upwards
each year.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each quarter; receive
invitations to all functions, private views and organised visits
to places of interest, by writing for an application form to the
Hon. Treasurer,

E. M. Arnold

Esq. But terley Street, Leeds 10
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shous a portion of the late eighteenth
century hand-painted Chinese u.allpaper

in the Chinese drawing-roo>n at
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this was given to the uidow of the
9th Viscount Irwin bp the Prince Regent
in 1806 and hung for I.adp Herlford
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suggestion of Queen Victoria has
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end of the eiy!1>teentt> century.
Someone
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Editorial

Material for a new guide to Temple
Newsam is now with the publishers and
we very much hope that it will be on sale
in a month or so. Writing a guide for such
a house presents some rather special problems and we hope we have found the
answer to at least some of them. It seemed
no longer very sensible to continue the
formula of the room-to-room guide. Every
object is now labelled and there is always
the difficulty that a new acquisition might
of a room or
entail the re-arrangement
even several. This could well change the
role of the guide from leading light to
Devil's advocate by inferring that the
objects before the visitor were not what
they appeared to be. The new guide is
divided into sections dealing with the
fabric of the house, its history and the
families who have lived in it. The contents
are dealt with in chronological or artistic
groups, and not by location, so that people
can see at once how a period or aesthetic
fashion is represented in the collections.
It is hoped by this means a very practical
consideration when it comes to quantity
printing to reduce costs to prolong the
guide's period of youth. New acquisitions
will make it a little behind the times
eventually, but it will never get completely
out of touch with reality. Great emphasis
has been placed on making the guide an
artistic entity in itself and to this end Mr.
Swindlehurst
was prevailed upon to do
the overall designing and himself to contribute plans, maps, pedigrees and a title

—

—
—

page.
There are to be three exhibitions at
Temple Newsam this summer. The first
to be put on at Easter to run throughout
will illustrate the history of
the summer
the house, or at least those aspects of it
for which we have found documentation
or relics of various kinds. In recent months
search has been made
a systematic

—
—

through the archives and in this context we
have treated the fabric of the house itself
as a major document. Some may consider
it an extravagant conception that somethat
thing solid and three-dimensional,
can be walked through and round, should
be classed with scraps of paper. It all
depends on how you look at it and this
on the part of
approach, particularly
Christopher Gilbert, who has been mainly
concerned with the exhibition, has produced dividends. Exhibits will include some
of the figures of prophets painted for the
old Chapel by John Carleton about 1636;
a selection of wallpapers found in the
house going back to the 1740's, the flock
one, for example, which was used to cover
the walls of the 7th Viscount's new Saloon;
the eighteenth century fire engine and
leather buckets, as well as a strong supporting cast of bills, maps and documents.
The exhibition will not be a general survey
of the past illuminated with regular intensity, but rather pockets of information
to
on this or that subject spot-lighted
allow the detail to tell. The publication
of the new guide fits in rather nicely as
it was intended to do.
The second exhibition is the old stager
'Acquisitions of the Year'. The only annual
thing about it is the title. This year's show
in the
is notable in one or two respects
first place its size, for it contains nearly
three times as many entries as its predecessor of last year. This is mainly due to
Mr. Schofield's bequest, which has already
been shown in toto when it first came to
us, but its reappearance in company with
its peers, also recently elevated to museum
status, will serve to underline the extent of
Mr. Schofield's benefaction. To many
members Jacob Kramer's exhibition of
two and a half years ago still comes easily
to mind one of the most memorable
pictures in it was the very large black

—

—

7 too-handled Cup and Coter
I,ondon hallmark 1691
Maker's mark oJ

Pierre Harache
Height 54'n.
Bought, Corporation Fund,
toith the aid of a grant from
the Victoria and .Albert
Museum

Montei th
London hallmark 1699
Maker's mark of Isaac Dighton

Diameter 11 in.
Bought, Corporation Fund,
toith the aid of a grant from
the Victoria and .4lbert
Museum

chalk study for the Art Gallery's picture of
the artist's mother called Pogroms. Very
happily this has now been presented to us
to add to what must be the finest collection
of Jacob's pictures in existence. By way
of a postscript we have also been able to
acquire a portrait of Jacob by Ernest
Forbes. This is not to belittle it for it is a
fine piece of painting in its own right.
Another picture in the 1963 Acquisitions
Exhibition, one of great local interest, is
Leeds Canal by Charles Ginner. Turning
to the decorative arts there were two
important silver acquisitions during the
year 1962—63. One was a monteith of 1699
which shows very well how good typically
English decoration could be; the repousse
scrolls and engraved foliage are particularly charming of their kind. The other is
a little two-handled cup and cover by the
famous Huguenot maker, Pierre Harache
the aesthetic quality here is of a quite
different sort being composed of cut-card
work contrasted with carefully proportioned plain areas. It is, in fact, a superb

example of Huguenot skills and can play
a game of mutual enhancement with its
near contemporary the monteith. What we
want now is a really splendid piece of
about 1730, in which both English and
Huguenot traditions are synthesised.
The third exhibition, to be held later in
the season, is of Mr. William Lee's collection of York silver. The show is a small
and intimate one which demonstrates how
consistently and quietly good the York
silversmiths were through the centuries.
They catered mainly for the domestic
needs of their patrons and indeed met,
a demand for wellvery adequately,
designed and soundly made objects for
everyday use. The collection has been put
together over a long period by this most
critical of connoisseurs whose generosity
this summer will enable many other people
to share his delight. The exhibition will
have great local interest and will certainly
appeal to the specialist, in fact we might
guess that a public opinion poll would
rate it very highly.
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Sofa Table
by

4i

of

London, 1809
TemPle JVeulsam House
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The Regency Style
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The comparatively

smaall collection

of

Tem le Newsam has
recently been enriched by the purchase o

aan exceptiona y fine
ne sofa table, now on
'
dis layy in t e Terrace Room. This piece
11
interesting because the

1809 b J. & A. Semple of
London and sold to William & C.

a-

era
Th e firm
r of Semple occurs in Sheraton's

f

around

Master Cabinet-makers
London, published in

in

and

7,

Mar aret
that date their address was
Street, but b y 1809 they had moved to 2,
Berner's Street, a district where many
on
cabinet-makers
carrie
fashionable
business.

'
an
wi
Th eir r ade card is illustrate ed with

vin
b y Thomas Sheraton o the
engraving
interior of an elegantly urnis e
The bill for the sofa table, made out on t e
back of this card, reads as follows:
&
London/Mr. Wm. Shadbolt To
A Semple/1809 March 12 To a fine
S hatable with orangewood
2 Drawers on solid turn
/border

J

2.

H'ine Cellaret, circa 1815
in the Egyptian taste

Mahogany with brass inlay
Temple Aewsam House

standards ltt. Rich Brass lions paws/ R.
scroll castors, the whole supurbly/
ornamented
with ormolu mouldings/
complete
22..0..0.
Towards the end of the eighteenth
century the custom of furnishing a room on
formal principles began to be disturbed
by a fashion for small occasional tables
which could be placed irregularly about a
room and serve a variety of useful purposes. In 1801 Fanny Burney wrote: "I
think no room looks really comfortable,
or even quite furnished, without two
tables one to keep the wall and take
upon itself a little tidyness, the other to
stand here, there, and everywhere, and

$

—

hold letters and make the
tables first appeared about 1800
and were extended on the same principle
as Pembroke tables, from which they were
evolved,
with flaps
being constructed
supported on hinged wooden brackets,
the flaps were, however, placed at the
ends instead of the sides as with Pembroke
tables. Sheraton describes them as 'used
before a sofa, and generally made between
5 and 6 feet long, and from 22 inches to
2 feet broad. Ladies, he added, chiefly
occupy them to draw, write or read upon.'2
They were therefore perfectly designed to
answer the kind of needs envisaged by
agreeable."'ofa

Fanny Burney.

Visitors to Temple Newsam can now
trace the subtle refinements of style and
taste which lead from the tradition established by the design books of Sheraton to
the mature forms of Regency furniture.
The Pembroke table of c. 1790, exhibited

in the Chinese drawing room, embodies
the distinctive elegance of the Sheraton
style, whereas the new sofa table, while
forms,
related to late eighteenth-century
clearly represents a new trend in fashionable taste. This is reflected in the ampler
breadth of surface, simple
proportions,
turned supports and stretchers and the
rich cast brass lion-paw feet with scrolled
ornaments.
The popularity of Egyptian fortrs and
motifs in the Regency period is illustrated
by two pieces of furniture in the Southeast room the sarcophagus shaped winecellaret with sphinx feet, and the Butler'
sideboard decorated with lotus leaf forms
and terminal figures in the Egyptian taste.
Both are inlaid with brass stringing lines,

—

a style of decoration which largely supplanted wood-inlay after about 1812.
The Regency vogue for chinoiserie and
for French decor of the Louis XIV period
is exemplified
in the Chinese drawing
room which was decorated in the 1820's
for Lady Hertford. It is hung with handChinese
reputedly
painted
wallpaper,
given to the widow of the 9th Viscount
Irwin by the Prince Regent. The finely
carved and gilt pilasters of the door cases
and wall cabinets were set up at the same
time, and are French of the reign of
Louis XI V.
It is satisfying to reflect that all the
important trends of taste which influenced
the style of Regency decorative art are
at Temple Newsam, even
represented
the faint Gothic strain gains expression
in the tiny corbels which decorate the
cornice of the South wing corridor.
R. Fastnedge, Fnglish Furniture Styles~
1 Quoted:
2

1500-1830, 1961, p. 266.
Quoted: R. Edwards, Dictionary of English
Furniture. revised edn., 1954, vol. III, p. 272
CHRISTOPHER

1

Trade Card of/. &" A. Semple
showing the engraving by
Thomas Sheraton
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Calendar of Notable
Temple Newsam House
Open daily, including

Sundays,

October to April, 11.30 a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
Wednesday, 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

—

the Story of a House
Temple JVetvsam
To be shown throughout the Summer season.

Acquisitions of the 2"ear
May 1 to June 2
An exhibition of the works of art acquired
during the past year.

The William Lee collection of fork Silver
Mid-June to mid-August (dates to be fixed later).

City Art Gallery
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

Dratvings
the

and Watercolours

by

Felix Klee Collection, Berne

Paul Klee from

May 18 to June 8
An Arts Council exhibition consisting of 199 dratvings
and 51 watercolours selected from the large amount
of material left in the studio at the artist's death
and bequeathed to his son. Seventy-five of the
svorks have not been shown before and included in
the exhibition are some very early works, the earliest
being one dated 1889.

Temple JAtosam House detail.

1699 engraving.

E~

vents in Yorkshire Galleries
Other Exhibitions
Artists'nternational

25

History of Lithography (V. & A.)
Works by Brian Pollard and Dennis Palmer
Batley Schools Arts Exhibition

May 4 to May
June 1 to June
June 26 to July
July 17 to July

Bradford

Annual Spring Exhibition
Bradford Camera Club Annual Exhibition

May 1 to June 9
July 6 to August 4

Brighouse

Albert Barraclough: Photographic Exhibition
Anglo-American Art Teachers (A.E.B.)
Mr Hopkinson: Personal Collection
Jewellery (V. &. A.)
Royal Academy 1962 (A.E.B.)

I(lay 4 to June 1
May 4 to June 1
June 8 to June 29
June 15 to August 18
July 6 to August 3

Batley

Association

1963 Isxhibition

Cawthorne,
Wedgwood Ware (V. &. A.)
Yorkshire and the Eighteenth Century
Barnsley
(Cannon Hall) Contemporary British Prints (V. & A.)

22

13
31

to May 19
May 22 to June 26
July 1 to July 23
May 18 to June 15
May 18 to June 1
June 15 to June 29
July 6 to July 27

Huddersfield

Venetian Glass (V. & A.)
Huddersfield Camera Circle Members'ork
Huddersfield School of Art Students'ork
Photographic Alliance Annual Exhibition

Hull

Hull Photographic
Hull Art Club

Keighley

New English Art Club 1962 (A.E.B.)
Keighley Photographic Association: Annual
Competition
Paintings by Harry Turner
Tiles (V. & A.)

June
July 13 to August 18

Rotherham

Industrial Painters'roup
(A.E.B.)
Society of Marine Artists (A.E.B.)
Rotherham Society of Artists

to May 5
May 11 to June 9
from June 15

Scarborough

Scarborough Art Society Spring Exhibition
Paintings by James Lloyd of Skirpenbeck, nr. York
Dutch Festival Exhibition
Paintings by Guido Farina (A.E.B.)

to May 19
May 20 to June 8
June 9 to June 28
June 29 to July 26

Sheffield

Works of Vincent van Gogh
Local Town Planning Exhibition

July 12 to August 10

York

George Grosz Exhibition (A.C.)
Paul Klee Exhibition (A.C.)
York Festival

June 14 to July 6
June 14 to July 6

NQTE

—

A.C.

= Arts

May 4 to June 3
June 22 to July 13

Society

to May 25
May 25 to June 16

to May 12

to May 12

A new Museum and Art Gallery building at Doncaster is at present being completed and is expected
to be open to the public about May 1964. In view of this there will be no exhibitions in the Doncaster
Art Gallery until further notice.

Council

A.E.B. = Art Exhibitions Bureau

V. & A.

—Victoria

and Albert Museum

1.

Porcelain Dish

~

A Longton
by

A.

T.

Morley Heteitt,

s rn

Hall Dish
F.R.I.C.S..F.I.A.

has perforce
Every major museum
storerooms to house those items it is
unable to exhibit at all times owing to
lack of suitable display area. It is a privilege granted on occasion to students and
experts to wander and examine the items
stored in the hope of finding important
clues in a particular line of research.
The Wedgwood Society on a visit to
Temple Newsam House in 1962, were
granted such a privilege, and whilst
members were studying the varied examples of the early period of that factory, an
unique and interesting
specimen of a
somewhat obscure factory came to light.
The factory known as LoNoToN HALL
has until recently baffled the experts on
Pottery and Porcelain.
A Dr. Richard Pococke, writing to his
mother on 14th July 1750, referred to a
newly established porcelain factory near
'Newcastle on Line', the potter having
previously worked at Limehouse, London.
It is now generally accepted that this

fact.ory was that later known as Longton
Hall, for although in the Parish of Stokeon-Trent it was held on lease from the
Manor of Newcastle and Dr. Pococke may
perhaps be forgiven for associating it with

that town.
Sometime previous to 1751, the owner of
Longton Hall, Obadiah Lane (Junior)
by name, let the property to a William
Jenkinson for f25 per annum.
had considerable
William Jenkinson
mining interests in the area but an indenture of 1751 states that he had obtained the
'Art Secret or Mystery for making porcelain in imitation of China ware, and it is
considered that he may have been the first
to make pottery or porcelain by the use of
coal for firing the kilns.
The indenture of 7th October, 1751 was
for a partnership between himself, William
Nicklen, and a William Littler.
The Longton Hall factory has for more
than a century been connected with the
have
name Littler and most writers

10

from the Langton Hall
factory
13r'n in. by 10'-', in.

Temple „Vewsan< House

rated with oil or unfired gilding. The centre
has a sketchy landscape in the oriental
taste so prevalent in the mid-eighteenth
century.
One would say that it had never been
perfect, as there are signs of
the glaze a characteristic of Jenkinson's
early work often the smoking was so bad
that further decoration was added to hide
the defect.
There are not many examples of this
early period in existence particularly with,
the factory mark. In this case on the base is
thought by many to be crossed L for
Littler Longton, but it may just as simply
be a combination of J for Jenkinson and
L for Littler, or even an imitation of the
Vincennes mark, so many manufacturers
copied continental mar.ks nn carly porcelain.
The interest in this dish is further
enhanced by the fact that the crossed L
occurs on the face also, disguised as birds

inferred that he it was who controlled
the concern.
It is known that he was the son of a
potter of Hanley and that in conjunction
with his brother-in-law, Aaron Wedgwood,
he had invented a liquid glaze for use on
salt glaze pottery giving a smooth glossy
surface of dark blue, which William Pitt
in his Topographical History of Staffordshire (1817) described as having the appearance of the oriental lapis lazuli.
Jenkinson only retained his interest in
the factory till 1753, and a new partner,
Nathaniel Firmin, was introduced. The
concern however faced many troubles
and would have closed in 1755, had not
a Robert Charlesworth come to its rescue
and paid ofl'he outstanding debts.
The factory only lasted a further five
years and closed in 1760, when the stock
was removed to Salisbury and sold by
auction in September of that year some
90,000 items being sold in a five-day sale.
The site of the factory was discovered
and partially excavated in 1955 by Dr.
Bernard Watney. From the finds it has
been possible to recognise the various
wares produced.
The types and styles can be divided
into three periods corresponding largely
to the three partnerships.
The 'Find'n the storeroom was a
porcelain dish 13-t'o in. long and 10"; in.
wide, moulded with an edge of overlapping leaves and decorated in 'Littler Blue',
it shows traces of having been overdeco-

—
—

'smoking'n

flying in l.he sky.

The double marking of this important
specimen adds greatly to its interest, making it one of the rarer examples of a facone
tory shortlived, but nevertheless
earliest to produce true porcelain in
England, and one which has created more
speculation than any other in the history
of English ceramics.
of'he

Eiterature:
cf. Dr. Bernard Watney, Longton Hall Porrelain.
Faber tl- Faber, 1957.
English Ceramic Circle Transactions. cols. 3 and

4.

2.

Crossed L mark on the base
of the 1ont,ton Hall Dish

11

1.

DoI edale, Derbyshire
by D. R. Vawser, Senr.

e

11784-18821

~*m:

F.R.I.B.A.,F.S.A.

Occasionally a watercolour drawing or
sketch appears in a sale room or in the
shop of a smaller dealer bearing the name
'Vawser'r, more frequently, variants of
the initials 'G.R.V.'r 'C.E.V.'f other
drawings by the Vawsers appear without
signatures or initials it is probable that
they remain unrecognised, for many dealers
and even galleries have not heard of this
artists.
family of nineteenth-century
The name of Vawser is an uncommon
one and it has been suggested that it is a
syncopated form of Vavasour or its derivitive Vavasor. Another family of the same
name seems to have existed in Cambridge
or its vicinity at the end of the seventeenth
and the beginning
of the eighteenth
century.
The first Vawser to come to notice as an
artist is George Richard Vawser. He is
said to be the son of a certain Vawser of
Sandfield, Market Weighton, in Yorkshire; from the same source'e are told
that young George was articled by his
father to John Varley, in London, for

Pierce,

F.Ra.B.A., F.s.A.

The Vawser Family
land Pierce,

S. RoIoland

siIJned Iodh
no daie eolleclion of

5%

5. Rou

11 in.

181 in.

4~K

by

Ioalercolour,

$

three years and a premium of 200. He
was born in the year 1794; his first exhibit,

at the age of 24, appeared at the Royal
Academy in 1818. He died, aged 88, on
the 10th of May 1882, at the place of his
birth, Market Weighton.
G. R. Vawser exhibited at the Royal
Academy and in other London Galleries
from 1818 to 1847, always using London
addresses, the first being 14, Broad Street,
Golden Square, Soho. John Varley also
lived, from 1805 onwards, in Broad Street
(No. 5); it is now called Broadwick Street.
Six other addresses are given in Graves2,
mostly in Soho, Pimlico or Chelsea. It
seems that his longest sojourn at any
address was from 1819 to 1825, at 39,
Brewer Street, Soho. If the above dates
are correct, do these six years indicate the
place where Vawser was settled during
his early married life?
There is no record of who Vawser
married or of where the event took place,
but it is obvious from his will that his wife
predeceased him.
12

by

inaials,

Vawser's work was mostly concerned
with landscape and, as far as is at present
known, all in watercolour. Considering
that a large part of his life was spent in
London the varying localities of his
exhibited or known work are interesting.
The first (R.A. 1818, No. 690) was of a
Ruin near Holytttell, Flintshire. Up to about
1840 his exhibited work is of Yorkshire
scenes, Aysgarth, Witton, West Wilton,
Wensleydale, Bolton, etc. In 1846 Vawser
showed at the Royal Academy two drawings of the Thames near Battersea and in
1847 two drawings made near Albert
Gate (Hyde Park, London), one of which
was labelled 'from Mr. Hudson's Park
House'. The Hudson referred to was
George Hudson (1800—1871), called, in
Yorkshire, the Railway King, from his
many schemes of north country railway
he lived at Albert Gate
development;
from 1844. Did Vawser really know this
Victorian magnate, that he should be
interested in his house and the views from
it, or was the subject commissioned by
another client? It is not uninteresting to

2.

Mattock, Derbyshire

G. R. VaIoser,
(1794-1882)

Senr.

by

uIatercolour, 11$ in. by
14$ in. signed 'Vatoser',
no date collection
RouIland Pierce,
of'S.

F.RB.B.A.,F.s.A.

note that in the drawing of Matlock, here
an early railway train is
reproduced,
shown in the middle-distance.
From 1866 Vawser was living at Osmaston Road, Derby, where he seems to
have been known as a 'professor of
Drawing's. He made local drawings and
sent them to local exhibitions, but, it
seems, never again to London. From
exhibition records or the drawings now
in private or public hands, 32 works by
Vawser are known to exist, or to have
existed, though the present provenance of
only about five or six is definitely known.
G. R. Vawser had a son and a daughter,
the former with the same Christian names
and the latter being christened Charlo'.te
E. (the second name is not recorded).
When and where the two children were
born is not known and therefore their
ages cannot be given. So similar, however,
were the facts connected with their lives
and the dates of their work that it is not
inconceivable that they may have been
twins.
Vawser

Senior, in 1880, made a will

3.

Derby from Burton Road
G. R. Varoser, Aenr.

by

(1794-1882)

watercolour, 12» in. by
191 in. signed and dated
1875 Derby Art Gallery,
Goodey Collection, no. 452

(proved on the 17th of August, 1882) in
which he is described as an artist and
which appointed his son, also described
as an artist, as sole executor. The will was
witnessed by a solicitor in York (Robert
Holtby) and the personal estate amounted
only to f85.
Vawser Junior first exhibited a drawing
(Egect from Nature) at the Royal Academy
in 1836 and it was sent from an address
used also by his father in that year. From
about 1837 to 1847 all three Vawsers

sent works from Graham Street, Pimlico,
and it might be assumed therefore that
all living
they were then
together.
Later Vawser Junior had several London addresses, but in 1849 brother and
sister were together again at 13, Bridge
Row, Chelsea. In 1866, he used his
father's address in Derby (Osmaston
Road), and later, probably from 1862, he
was submitting
exhibits from the same
address as his sister, 3, Arboretum Terrace,
Derby. His latest recorded work (at the

4.

River Derroent and Exeter
Bridge, Derby
by G. R. Va. ~ser, junr.
toatercolour, 6$ in. by
11 in. Derby Art Gallery,
Goodey Collection no.

4'

Derby Exhibition) is 1878; it is a painting
of 'St. Mary's Bridge'4; if the date
is right, he would then be about 63 years
old. Vawser Junior last exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1865 and at the British
Institution in London in 1874. Fifty-two
works by him are known from records
or from those in collections, but the
location of six or seven only is now known.
Vawser Junior's works were mainly
landscape with subjects curiously like
those of his father'; Wensleydale, Bolton,
Cromford Dale (Derbyshire)
Aysgarth,
and views in Derby. Most were in watercolour, but some, even early ones, were
in oil. He also made sketches and drawings
around London, for example in Epping
Forest, at Kingston (Surrey), Wimbledon
and Kew; the drawing here illustrated
would seem to indicate that he may have
visited Ireland.
George Robert Vawser, Junior, died in
1893 (29th March,) and in his will left
all his effects to his wife, Anne Stockdale
Vawser, about whom nothing else is
known, to the total of only f92 2s. 7d.
He was probably about 78 years of age
when he died.
Charlotte Vawser's life, except for the
records of her exhibited works, remains
very much unrecorded and unknown.
Her earliest drawing is a landscape study
in oil

5.

Fnni,scorthy.

Ireland

1Vexford,

1868

R. Vaw.ser, 3unr.
(1815 ?-1893)

by Ci.

uatercolour, 10se in. by
18 in. inscribed and .signed
with date and initials on

reoerse collection

of'.

Rowland Pierce,

F.RB.B.A.s F.S.A.
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at Hampstead (R.A., 1837, No. 671). She
did other drawings in and around London,
in the Isle of Wight, and, like her father
and brother, in various parts of Yorkshire,
including, however, places on the coast,
Scarborough and Flamborough.
There is one recorded watercolour,
exhibited at Derby in 1866 (No. 273)
entitled Lyons Cathedral; this is the only
indication so far noted that any of the
three artists ever went to the Continent.
At some unknown
date Charlotte
married and became Mrs. Walkedens,
but nothing further can be traced regarding her husband, or where they mainly
lived or when either of them died.
Charlotte Vawser's work was, again,
almost all landscape. Her subjects, additional to those mentioned above, include
Greenwich and Derby, and amount to
some 22 recorded drawings; the present
provenance of only two are known and
both are illustrated here.
The work of the Vawsers is usually
well-drawn, good in composition, and the
colour subtle and sympathetic. The style
of G. R. Vawser Senior always seems to
have an earlier influence behind it, but
the methods of his two children show a
freedom of line and brushwork which as
outan approach to an impressionistic
look, is probably in advance of their time.

It remains, therefore, in face of their known
surviving paintings and drawings, somewhat extraordinary to find them remaining
in what is almost unknown
obscurity
within the English watercolour school of
the last century.
Mrs. Kirkpatrick of Godmanchester, per Mr. A.
L. Thorpe, F.M.A., (Derby Art Gallery). The
Author thanks the latter for his very kind
assistance.
2 Exhibitors at R. l., Britislr Institution, etc.
3 Note from Mr. Thorpe (as above).
4 In Derby Art Gallery I The Goodey Collection,
1

6.

Green Lane, Derby, 1861
by Charlotte E. Vauser
(Mrs. Walheden)

(JL 1837-1875)

watercolour, 5I in. by 5$
in. signed and dated
Derby Art Gallery,
Goodey Collection, no. 462a
Miss Vaurser exhibited turo
views of Derby at the
Royal Academy in 1862

No. 29).

5 Inl'ormation from Derby Art Gallery; the name
appears to he an uncommon variation of one
in Yorkshire
which is not so uncommon
Walkden.
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.ccarborough,
lry Charlotte

I'orl.t.

E.

1'awser

(fl. 1837-1875)

lrencil and grey u,aslr;
12I irr. by 17sr in.
inrcribed and signed
'C. E. Iarvser'n reverse
collection of',5'. Rorvland
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